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’ Let A be a uniform algebra with maximal ideal space MA . A notion of sub- 
harmonicity is defined for functions on MA. Under certain hypotheses of 
continuity, it is proved that the notion of subharmonicity is local. A consequence 
is that the notion of Jensen boundary point is local. The solutions to an abstract 
Dirichlet problem are studied in the context of uniform algebras. The methods 
are applied to algebras of analytic functions, and in particular a version of the 
extended maximum principle is obtained for analytic functions of several complex 
variables. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a uniform algebra on a compact space X, and let MA be the maximal 
ideal space of A. We will regard the functions in A as continuous functions on 
MA - 
Recall that a Jensen measure for a point q E M, is a probability measure u 
on MA such that the Jensen-Hartogs inequality is valid: 
We say that a Bore1 function u from a subset E of MA to [---co, +co] is quasi- 
subharmonic on E if 
for all QI E E and all Jensen measures o for v supported on a compact subset of E. 
Assumed implicitly is that min(u, 0) is integrable with respect to the Jensen 
measures for the points satisfying u(v) > -co. Evidently u is quasi-subhar- 
monic on E if and only if u is quasi-subharmonic on each compact subset of E. 
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Any function of the form c log j f I, where c > 0 and f E A, is quasi-sub- 
harmonic. The quasi-subharmonic functions on E form a convex cone. The 
upper envelope of a family of quasi-subharmonic functions is quasi-subharmonic, 
providing it is a Bore1 function. If (z+} is a sequence of quasi-subharmonic 
functions that is bounded above uniformly on compacta, then lim sup zrj is also 
quasi-subharmonic, by Fatou’s lemma. 
A subharmonic function on a subset E of MA is a quasi-subharmonic function 
from E to [-co, + co) that is upper semicontinuous. If cr ,..., c, > 0 and 
fr ,...,fW E A, then the function max(cj log 1 fj ) : 1 < j < m} is subharmonic. It 
turns out (Section 2) that any subharmonic function on a compact set is a 
pointwise decreasing limit of such functions. Furthermore, the continuous 
subharmonic functions on a compact set turn out to be the uniform limits of 
functions of the form 
max(--M, cl log Ifi I,--, cm b Ifm I), (1.2) 
where Mis real, cr ,..., c, > 0 andf, ,..., fm E A. 
The main theme of the paper is that, subject to certain restrictions involving 
semicontinuity, the property of being a quasi-subharmonic function is a local 
property. Two versions of this localization principle are proved, one for lower 
semicontinuous functions (Theorem 6.1) and the other for upper semicontinuous 
functions (Theorem 8.1). A special case of the latter theorem is simply stated: 
A locally subhamonic function on n/r is subharmonic. This shows that the sub- 
harmonic functions on MA that we have introduced coincide with these intro- 
duced and studied earlier by Rickart [19]. 
In view of the characterization cited above of the continuous subharmonic 
functions, the localization theorem for such functions can be recast as a theorem 
on uniform approximation. 
THEOREM 1.1. If u is a continuous real-valued function on MA that is locally 
uniformly approximable by functions of form (1.2), then u is uniformly approximable 
on MA by such functions. 
It is an old unsolved problem to determine whether the property of having 
a unique representing measure (namely, the point mass) is a local property of 
points v E M, . The analogous problem for Jensen representing measures can be 
resolved on the basis of Theorem 1.1. As a corollary to Theorem 1.1, we show 
in Section 7 that the property of having a unique Jensen measure is a local 
property. This corresponds in classical potential theory to the fact that the 
regular boundary points of a domain are characterized locally. 
Theorem 1.1 can be applied to problems involving the approximation of pluri- 
subharmonic functions. In Section 3 we will obtain the following result, with the 
help of a related theorem of H. Bremermann. 
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THEOREM 1.2. Let D be a bounded domain in 63 with smooth boundary, such 
that D has a Stein neighborhood basis. Let u be a continuous real-valued function 
on D that is plurisubharmonic on D. Then u can be approximated uniformly on D by 
functions of the form max(ci log / fi / ,..., c, log 1 fi,, I), where c1 ,..., c,, > 0 and 
fi ,..., f,,( are analytic in a neighborhood of D. 
The paper is organized as follows. Sections 1 through 8 contain the material 
leading up to the basic localization theorems. In Sections 9 through 11, we 
introduce and study a certain Dirichlet problem for uniform algebras, and we 
study a class of functions, the Bremermann functions, which forms the set of 
solutions of the generalized Dirichlet problem. This leads in Section 12 to the 
‘study of the notion of zero capacity with respect to a uniform algebra. 
In Sections 13 through 16 the results are applied to algebras of analytic 
functions of several complex variables. The subharmonic functions with respect 
to these algebras turn out to be the plurisubharmonic functions, and the smooth 
Bremermann functions turn out to be the plurisubharmonic functions whose 
complex Hessian matrix has determinant identically zero. The sets of zero 
capacity are related to the complex polar sets. 
In Section 17 we consider the abstract Dirichlet problem for the algebra 
R(K), where K is a compact subset of the complex plane. The results are applied 
in Section 18 to give an economical proof of a theorem of Basener [ 11, charac- 
terizing the rational hulls of certain subsets of c2 that were introduced by 
Wermer [23]. 
The reader is referred to [14] for basic results on several complex variables. 
Background information on uniform algebras is included in [17]. We list here 
certain pieces of notation that will be frequently used. 
The space of continuous complex-valued functions on a compact set E is 
denoted by C(E), while the space of continuous real-valued functions on E is 
denoted by C,(E). If u is a real-valued function on a subset S of a topological 
space, then the upper semicontinuous regularization u* of u is defined on the 
closure S of S by 
U*(X) = lim sup u(y), 
s3wz.s 
x E s. 
The Shilov boundary of A will be dented by a, , and X can be taken to be any 
compact subset of MA that includes a, . If E is a compact subset of MA , then A, 
denotes the uniform closure in C(E) of the restriction algebras A IE of A to E. 
The maximal ideal space of A, is the A-convex hull ,!? of E. By Rossi’s local 
maximum modulus principle, the Shilov boundary of AE is included in 
(aE) u (a, n EO), where aE is the topological boundary of E in M,., , and ED is 
the interior of E. 
The complex plane is denoted by a=, and the open unit disk in Cc is denoted 
byd. 
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2. LOG-ENVELOPE FUNCTIONS 
Let E be a closed subset of MA . A function u from E to (co, + co] is a Zog- 
envelope function on E if u is an upper envelope of functions of the form c log j f /, 
where c > 0 and f E A. In particular, a log-envelope function is lower semi- 
continuous, and it is bounded below. The log-envelope functions form a convex 
cone containing the constants. Any upper envelope of a family of log-envelope 
functions is again a log-envelope function. 
In the sequel, we will make extensive use of a theorem of Edwards [8; 10, 
Theorem 11, asserting that 
sup{clog~f~:c>O,fEA,clogjfl <uonES (2-l) 
coincides with 
inf 
IS 
u do: o a Jensen measure on E for v 
I 
, (2.2) 
whenever v E MA and u is a lower semicontinuous function from E to 
(-co, $-co]. Here the infimum in (2.2) is to be interpreted as + co if there is no 
Jensenmeasure for v on E. Edwards’ theorem leads virtually immediately to the 
following characterization of log-envelope functions. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let E be a closed subset of MA . A lower semicontinuous function 
u: E + (- co, + CO] is a log-envelope function if and only if u is quasi-subharmonic 
on E. 
Proof. Since any upper envelope of quasi-subharmonic functions is quasi- 
subharmonic, any log-envelope function is quasi-subharmonic. On the other 
hand, if u is quasi-subharmonic, then the infimum in (2.2) is at least U(F), and 
by taking o to be the point mass at U, we see that the infimum in (2.2) is precisely 
u(v). Equating this to the expression in (2.1), we see that u is a log-envelope 
function. 1 l 
Now we turn to subharmonic functions. Fatou’s lemma shows that the limit 
of a decreasing sequence of subharmonic functions is again subharmonic. More 
generally, the following is true. 
LEMhlA 2.2. If {u,} is a decreasing net of subharmonic functions on a subset 
SofMa, then lim u, is also subharmonic on S. 
Proof. Evidently u = lim u, is upper semicontinuous. Let v E S, and let G 
be a Jensen measure for v supported on a compact subset E of S. Let z’ E C,(E) 
satisfy u < v on E. It suffices to show that u(v) < f v du. 
For each y E E, there is an index 01 such that u,(y) < v(y). The inequality 
u, < v persists in a neighborhood of y. Covering E by a finite number of such 
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neighborhoods, and taking u, to be the smallest of the corresponding u,‘s, we 
obtain up < zr on E. Then U(P) < uB(v) < Ju, do < JV da, as required. 1 
The following lemma can be regarded as a characterization of the subharmonic 
functions as the decreasing limits, in a certain sense, of functions of form (1.2). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let u be subharmonic on a subset S of MA . Then for any compact 
subset E of S and any v E CR(E) satisfying u < v, there exist c, ,..., c, > 0 and 
fi ,...,fin E A such that 
on E. 
24 < max(c, log Ifi I,..., c,log lfm I> < v (2.3) 
Proof. Choose E > 0 so that u + E < v. Fix v E E. Then u(v) + E < 
s u da + e < s v da for any Jensen measure 0 on E for C+X By Edwards’ theorem, 
we see that there exist f E A and c > 0 such that c log 1 f 1 < v on E, while 
c log / f (p))i > u(v). The latter inequality persists in a neighborhood of 9. By 
covering E by a finite number of such neighborhoods, and letting cj log 1 fj / be 
the corresponding functions, we satisfy (2.3). 1 
COROLLARY 2.4. The continuous subharmonic functions on a compact subset 
E of MA are the continuous log-envelope functions on E, and these are precisely the 
uniform limits of functions of the form (1.2), where M is real, c, ,,.., c, > 0 and 
fi ,..., f,, E A. The continuous subharmonic functions on an open subset U of MA are 
the uniform limits on a compact subsets of U of such functions. 
3. THE A-DIRICHLET PROBLEM 
Let E be a compact subset of M, , and let u be a lower semicontinuous 
function from E to (-co, +a]. We define the expression given by (2.1) to be 
the solution to the A-Dirichlet problem with boundary data u on E, and we 
denote it by 12, so that for 9 E MA , 
u(~)=sup{clogIf(~)l:f~A,c>O,clogIfl <uonE}. (3.1) 
Equivalently, ?z is the largest log-envelope function on MA that is dominated by 
u on E. Edwards’ theorem becomes 
G(y) = inf 
Is 
u da: (T a Jensen measure on E for v , 
I (3.2) 
where the infimum is to be interpreted as + cc if there is no Jensen measure for 
g, on E. 
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Observe that u = G on E if and only if u is a log-envelope function on E. In 
particular, the log-envelope functions on E are seen to be the restrictions to E of 
the log-envelope functions on MA . 
LEMMA 3.1. The correspondence u --f 22 has the following properties. 
(i) If c > 0, then (z) = cu. 
(ii) ZiZ < ii + 5. 
(iii) If u < v, then 22 < 5. 
(iv) If v = ii IE, then 5 = ii. 
(v) If {vJ is an increasing net of lower semicontinuous functions on E that 
converges pointwise to v, then {Cm} increases to v” on MA . 
(vi) If v = b log 1 g 1 on E, where b is real andg is an invertibze function in A, 
then fi == b log 1 g 1 on the A-convex hull I? of E. 
Proof. The verification of (i) through (iv) is trivial, while (v) follows from a 
simple compactness argument. To prove (vi), note that if g is invertible in A, 
then both log 1 g / and -log 1 g I = log 1 l/g 1 are log-envelope functions. 
Applying the Jensen-Hartogs inequality to both these functions, we obtain 
log I gb>l = j- log I g I do 
for all Jensen measures 0 on E for v. Combining this identity with (3.2), we 
obtain (vi). 1 
Let A @ P denote the algebra on MA x @ of polynomials in the coordinate 5 
with coefficients in A. The localization theorem will hinge upon the application 
of the local maximum modulus principle to algebras generated by A @ P, and 
the following characterization of E from [9]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let E be a compact subset of MA , and let u be a lower semi- 
continuous function from E to (- co, + co]. De&e a compact subset Y of M,,, x C 
bY 
Y = {(x, 4): x E E, 5 E C, 1 5 1 < eeU(@}. (3.3) 
Then the (A @ P)-convex hull of Y in MA x C is described in terms of ii by 
P = {(v, 5): p E E, 5 E @, 1 5 j < e-s(m)). (3.4) 
Proof. We give a short proof of Theorem 3.2. 
Since evidently P n (MA x (0)) = .?? x (0}, we restrict our attention to 
points v E Z? such that ii(v) < + co. 
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Let v E ,?? and 5s E C satisfy 1 &, 1 < e-‘(‘@. Let FE A @ P satisfy 1 F j < 1 
on Y, sayF = C,“=, [Jfj . Th e C auchy estimates for the coefficients of F, regarded 
as an analytic function of 5, become e-j”cz) / fj(x)l < 1 for x E E. Hence 
(I/j) log 1 fj 1 < u on E, and (llj) log 1 fj I < ii on 8. Then e-j”@) j fj(v)I < 1, 
and 
IF(v, LJ d 5 I LPw) lj < I/[1 - I &I,, I e”V. 
j=O 
Since the estimate for F(v, co) is independent of N, we see that (q, [,,) E Y. Since 
Y is closed, Y includes all (v, 5) E l? x C such that / 5 I < e-‘@). 
Suppose on the other hand that v E i? and co E @ satisfy I to I > e-@). 
Then z?(y) > -log I lo I. Choose c > 0 and f 6 A such that c log I f I < u on E, 
while c log 1 f (v)l > -log j to I. We can assume that c = l/m, where m is a 
positive integer. Then F = [“f E A @ P satisfies 1 F j < 1 on Y, while 
I F(rp, 50)l > 1. Hence b, to> I p. I 
The crucial step in the proof of the localization theorem is provided by the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let u be a lower semicontinuous function from X to (-co, + 001, 
and let ii be the solution to the A-Dirichlet problem with boundary data u on X. Let 
E be a compact subset of MA , and define a lower semicontinuous function w from 
(8E) u (X n E”) to (- co, + CO] by 
w(v) = w, g,EW 
w(P)) = 44, p,EXnEO. 
Then the solution z? of the A,-Dirichlet problem with boundary function w on 
(8E) v (X n E”) coincides with ii on E. Equivalently, if a function q on E is a log- 
envelope function with respect o A, , ifq<uonXnEo,andifq<ilonaE,then 
q < u on E. 
Proof. The restriction H IE is a log-envelope function with respect to A, , 
and it is dominated by w on (aE) u (X n EO), so that ?z < 6 on E. On aE we 
have z? < w = zl, so that 6 = 6 on aE. It suffices to show that 6 ,( ii on EO. 
Let Y be defined as in (3.3) so that the maximal ideal space MS of the uniform 
closure B of A @ P in C(Y) is given by (3.4). Let rr: Y + MA be the natural 
projection. Then the topological boundary of r-l(E) is included in &(aE). 
Since the Shilov boundary of B is included in Y, we conclude from Rossi’s 
local maximum modulus principle that n+(E) is included in the (A @ P)- 
convex hull Y, of 
Yl = +(aE) u (Y n &(EO)). 
In particular, if v E E”, then (v, exp(-a(v))) lies in the (A @ P)-convex hull of 
Yi . It follows that (p), exp(-a(v))) 1’ ies in the (A, @ P)-convex hull of Yi . 
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Now observe by inspection that 
Yl = {(q, 5): q E (q u (X n @), 1 5 1 < C”‘Q”}. 
Replacing Y by Yi and u by w in (3.3) and (3.4), we see that any (v, 5) lying in 
the (A, @ P)-convex hull of Yi satisfies 1 5 1 < exp(-G(y)). In particular, 
exp(-ii(p)) < exp(-G(v)) for v E E”, so that eZ < ii on E”. 1 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let u, zi, and E be as in Lemma 3.3, and let v be a Bore1 
function on E that is quasi-subharmonic with respect o AE . If v < u on X n E”, 
andv<iionaE,thenv<iionE. 
Proof. Define w and ti as in the statement of Lemma 3.3. Let v E E, and let 0 
be a Jensen measure for F on (aE) u (X n E”) with respect to the algebras A, . 
Then v(q) < sv da < j w da. Taking the infimum over such 0, we obtain 
v(p)) < G(v). By Lemma 3.3, G(T)> = G(q), so that v < ii on E. 1 
4. THE JENSEN BOUNDARY 
The Jensen boundary of A consists of all 9) E MA such that the point mass at v 
is the only Jensen measure on MA for v. In the terminology of Edwards [8], the 
Jensen boundary of A is the Choquet boundary associated with the family of 
functions {c log 1 f I; c > 0, f E A}. Th e J ensen boundary is a subset of the Shilov 
boundary of A, and it includes the generalized peak points of A. 
According to (3.2), ii(x) = u(x) for any Jensen boundary point x, and any 
lower semicontinuous function u. This property characterizes Jensen boundary 
points. Indeed, suppose y is not a Jensen boundary point. Let (T be a Jensen 
measure for y which is not the point mass at y. If u is any function in Ca(M,) 
such that ju do < u(y), then also z?(y) < u(y), by (3.2). 
In the definition of Jensen boundary point, we could as well restrict our 
attention to Jensen measures on X for points in X. This is a consequence of the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let x0 E X. If the point mass at x0 is the only Jensen measure on X 
f OY x0 , then x0 is a Jensen boundary point. 
Proof. Let (T be a Jensen measure for x0 on ikl, . Let E be a compact neigh- 
borhood of x0 in X, and let u be a continuous function on X such that u < 0, 
u(xo) = 0 and u < -1 on X\E. Extend u to be + 0~) on MA\X, and consider 
the log-envelope function 3 on MA . From (3.2) we obtain 22 < 0 on MA , while 
ii = 0. Applying (2.2) to Zz, we obtain 0 = z?(xo) < jii da, so that ii = 0 
a.e. (do). 
Suppose v belongs to supp(u), the closed support of u, and ii(v) = 0. Let p 
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be a Jensen measure on X for 9. The estimates 0 = %(v) < s 22 dp < j u dp 
show that u = 0 on supp(p), so that p is supported on E. Since such v are dense 
in supp(a), and since any weak-star limit of Jensen measures is a Jensen measure, 
we see that every v E supp(a) has a Jensen measure supported on E. Since E 
is an arbitrary compact neighborhood of x0 , we conclude that every y E supp(a) 
has a Jensen measure concentrated at (x0>. This is absurd, unless o is the point 
mass at x0 . Hence the point mass at x0 is the only Jensen measure on MA for x,, , 
and x,, is a Jensen boundary point. 1 
If the Jensen boundary is a Baire set, then every y E MA has a Jensen measure 
with full mass on the Jensen boundary. More generally, it can be shown that 
every v E M, has a Jensen measure that assigns zero mass to any Baire set 
disjoint from the Jensen boundary (cf. [18]). As a preliminary application of 
Lemma 3.3, we show that in certain circumstances there are many Jensen 
measures living off the Jensen boundary. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that X coincides with the Jensen boundary of A. Let 
U be a relatively clopen subset of n/r,\X, and let v E U. Then the Jensen measures for 
q~ that are supported on compact subsets of U are weak-star dense in the set of all 
Jensen measures for v. In particular, every Jensen measure for qz is supported on a. 
Proof. Suppose that the statement is false. By the separation theorem for 
convex sets, there is a function u E C,(M,) such that 
n 
J udr 3 2, all Jensen measures 7 for 9 with compact support in U, (4.1) 
I uda<O for some Jensen measure o for v. 
Let ii denote the solution to the A-Dirichlet problem with boundary data u on 
MA . Since every point of X is a Jensen boundary point, ii: = u on X. Since ?z 
is lower semicontinuous, and since aU C X, there is a compact subset F of U 
such that F 1 {a < u - I}, while (4.2) and Edwards’ theorem show that 
G(v)> < 0. Consequently v E F, and we may assume that v E F”. 
Now we apply Lemma 3.3 to the function u, taking X = MA in that lemma. 
Lemma 3.3 shows that the solution of the A,-Dirichlet problem with boundary 
data 21. on aF and u on FO coincides with G on F. From Edwards’ theorem, we 
obtain a Jensen measure r for v on F such that 
I) = j 
t3F 
Zz Lt7 + jF. u d7. 
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Substituting the estimates E?(v) < 0, and ii 3 u - 1 on aF, we obtain 
This contradicts (4.1), and the theorem is established. 1 
The final assertion of Theorem 4.2 will also follow from the localization 
theorem to be proved in Section 8. Indeed, the characteristic function of a is 
upper semicontinuous, and it is locally subharmonic off the Jensen boundary. 
By Theorem 8.1, it is subharmonic. Inequality (1 .l), applied to this function, 
shows that the Jensen measures for points of U are supported on 0. 
Note that the analog of Theorem 4.2 for representing measures fails. Even 
though every point of X is a peak point for A, there may exist representing 
measures for points of a component U of MA\X that are not supported on a. 
An example of such behavior is provided by the Davie-Garnett example of a 
compact subset K of the complex plane such that every point of aK is a peak 
point for R(K), while K” consists of two components U and V which lie in the 
Gleason part. There are then representing measures for points of U that have 
mass on V. 
5. BARRIERS 
There is another characterization of the Jensen boundary points, in terms of 
barriers. A barrier at x0 E X is a log-envelope function u on X such that u < 0, 
u(xo) = 0, and u < 0 on X\{x,}. 
If there is a barrier at x0 , and if u is any Jensen measure on X for x0 , then the 
estimate z&co) < s d h u o s ows that u is the point mass at x0 , so that x0 belongs to 
the Jensen boundary. Conversely, if x0 is a Jensen boundary point that forms 
a G,-set, and v is a continuous function on X such that v < 0, 0(x0) = 0, and 
v < 0 on 4(x,>, then v” is a barrier at x0 . This shows that if X is metrizable, the 
Jensen boundary points are precisely those points for which there exist barriers. 
It turns out that if there is a barrier at x0 , then there is a continuous barrier at 
x0 . More generally, the following is true. 
THEOREM 5.1. The following are equivalent, for a point x0 E X. 
(i) x0 belongs to the Jensen boundary of A. 
(ii) If h is any continuous real-valued function on X, then there exists a 
continuous subharmonic function u on X such that u < h, while u(xo) = h(x,). 
(iii) There exist 01 < 0 < /3 with the following property: For any compact 
subset E of X not containing x0 , there exist f E A and c > 0 such that f (x0) = 1, 
cloglf[ <oronE,andclogIf[ </3onX. 
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Proof. Evidently (ii) implies (iii), for any ol < 0 < /3. 
Suppose that (iii) is valid, and suppose furthermore that (i) fails. Let (T be a 
Jensen measure for x0 distinct from the point mass 6, at x,, . Write a = a~ + 
(1 - 40 , where T is a probability measure with no mass at x0 , and 0 < a < 1. 
Let E be a compact set not including x,, , and let 2, be the corresponding function 
from (iii). Then 0 = ZI(& < s v da = Q j v dr < aw(E) + u,&(M\~E). If E is 
chosen, though, so that most of the mass of T is carried by E, this last sum is 
negative, and we obtain a contradiction. It follows that (iii) implies (i). 
For the remaining implication, assume that (i) is valid, and let h E C,(X). 
Fix real numbers a and b such that 
a < minh ,< maxh <b. 
We claim that for any compact subset E of X not including x0 , there exists 
ZI = d log 1 g 1, where g E A and d > 0, such that v(x,,) = h(x,,), v < b, and 
v < a on E. Indeed, let E > 0 be small, and let g E C,(X) satisfy g(za) = h(x,,), 
g < 4x0) on MA , and g < a - E on E. Since g(x,,) = h(x,,), there exist d > 0 
and g, E A such that w = d log / g, j satisfies w < g, while w(xs) = h(x,) - E. 
If E is sufficiently small, then v = w + E = d log 1 g, exp(e/d)l has the desired 
properties. 
Now fix 0 < s < 1, and choose a sequence {~,,,}i=i which decreases rapidly 
to zero. Precise conditions on the 6,‘s and on s will be specified momentarily. 
We construct by induction a sequence {~~}jm_~ of continuous subharmonic 
functions as follows. Let ua be the constant function h(x,). Suppose u,, ,..., u,-r 
have been chosen so that z+(xO) = h(x,), 0 < j < m - 1. The compact set 
then does not contain x,, . Using our preliminary observation, we find easily a 
continuous subharmonic function u, so that u,,(x,,) = h(x,,), u,, < b, and 
u, < a on E, . 
Now consider the series 
u=(l -s)fs’z+ 
j=O 
If the z+‘s are not uniformly bounded below, we replace uj by max(--y, z+), when 
y is a large constant. Then the uj’s are uniformly bounded, and this ensures that 
the series converges uniformly on X to a continuous subharmonic function u on 
X. Furthermore, u(xo) = h(x,). We must show that u < h. 
If z+(x) & h(x) for allj, then certainly u(x) ,( h(x). Suppose that Us > h(x) 
for some index j. Then x E u;c”=, Ek , and since the Ek’s are increasing, there is 
a first index m > 0 such that x E E,,+r while x $ E, . Then z+(z) < h(x) + E,, 
for 0 <j < m - 1, while u,(x) < b, and u,(x) < a for j > m. Substituting 
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these estimates in the series defining u, and taking into account the appropriate 
modifications in the case m = 0, we obtain 
= (1 - P)@(x)) + Em) + (1 - s) s”b + s”+la 
= h(x) + (1 - s”) E, + P[(l - s)b + sa - h(x)]. 
If we choose s < 1 so near 1 that 
(1 -s)b+sa-minh <0, 
and then we choose the E,‘S so small that 
(l - s”)% + S”[(l - s)b + su - min h] < 0, m >, 1, 
we obtain the estimate U(X) < h(x). 1 
The idea used in the preceding proof stems from Bishop (cf. [3; 11, pp. 52-531). 
The existence of continuous barriers in classical potential theory was established 
by Keldysh [16]. 
6. THE LOCALIZATION THEOREM 
In this section, we give a version of the localization theorem for lower semi- 
continuous functions. In Section 8, we will give a second version for upper semi- 
continuous functions. Each version includes Theorem 1 .l as a special case. The 
idea of the proof goes back to Rickart [19]. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let u be a bounded, lower semicontinuous function on MA . Let 
V be the set of v E MA for which there exists a compact neighborhood N of p such 
that u IN is a log-envelope function with respect o A, . Suppose that each point of 
MA\V is a Jensen boundary point at which u is continuous. Then u is a log-envelope 
function with respect o A. 
Proof. Let ii be the solution of the A-Dirichlet problem with boundary data 
u on the entire space MA . Then ii < u, and it suffices to show that ii = u. 
Toward obtaining a contradiction, let us assume that ii < u somewhere on 
MA . Then 
01 = sup{u(v) - ii(v): p E MA) 
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is strictly positive. Define 
E = {v E MA: lim sup [u(y) - G(y)] = a}. 
?J+m 
Then E is compact. If 9, E M,\V, then both u(y) and G(y) tend to u(v) as y tends 
to q. Consequently EC V. 
Let p0 belong to the Shilov boundary of the restriction algebra A, . By 
hypothesis, there is a compact neighborhood N of q0 such that u IN is a log- 
envelope function with respect to A, . Choose g E A such that 
while 
sup{1 &)I: p E EJ = 2 
lgl <f onE\N- 
This choice is possible, since the Shilov boundary of A, meets the interior of N. 
The choice of g and the definition of OL and E show that for c > 0 sufficiently 
large, we have 
c(u-E---)+log/gI <OonaN. 
We choose c so large that also 
---cm + log II g II -=c 0, 
the norm being that of A. The latter estimate shows that 
c(u - a) + log j g 1 < cu on M,., , 
while the former shows that 
c(u--)+log/g/ <cEonaN. 
Now c(u - a) + log I g I is a log-envelope function with respect to A, . Applying 
Lemma 3.3, we see that c(u - a) + log ] g ] is dominated by czi: on N, or 
c(u-ii-a)+logIgl <OonN. (6.1) 
Now choose y1 E En N such that I g(& = 2. Then 
lim sup [cMY) - C(Y) - 4 + log I g(y)11 = log 2, ?J+q 
and this contradicts (6.1). 1 
We do not know whether the hypothesis of boundedness is essential in 
Theorem 6.1. However, the theorem fails in a trivial manner if the hypothesis of 
continuity at points of n/r,\V is dropped. Indeed, suppose that every point of X 
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is a Jensen boundary point, and that X is a proper subset of MA . If u = 0 on 
X, and u = 1 on I’ = M,\X, then the remaining hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 
are fulfilled, but ii is identically zero. 
Applying Theorem 6.1 to the algebra A,, we obtain the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let E be a compact, A-convex subset of MA , and let u be a 
bounded lower semicontinuous function on E. Suppose that every x E E has a compact 
neighborhood N such that u jNnE is log-envelope. Then u is a log-envelope function on 
E. 
Let U be an open subset of M, . Define a function u from U to (-co, + CO] 
to be a locally log-envelope function if every point of U has a compact neigh- 
borhood on which u is a log-envelope function. Corollary 6.2, with E = MA , 
asserts that a bounded locally log-envelope function on M, is log-envelope. 
More generally, if U is A-convex, then any locally bounded, locally log-envelope 
function on U is a log-envelope function on each compact A-convex subset of U, 
and hence is quasi-subharmonic on U. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let U be an open subset of MA , and let (Us} be a family of 
locally log-envelope functions on U that is locally uniformly bounded. Then sup-uo, 
is a locally log-envelope function on U. 
Proof. Let q E V, and let N be a compact, A-convex neighborhood of v. 
By Corollary 6.2, each u, IN is a log-envelope function on N. Since the u,‘s are 
uniformly bounded on N, u IN = sup u, IN is a log-envelope function on N. a 
7. LOCALIZATION OF THE JENSEN BOUNDARY 
From Theorem 6.1, we conclude that the Jensen boundary is local, in the 
following sense. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let q+, E M, . Suppose that there exists a compact neighborhood 
N of v,, in MA such that v. belongs to the Jensen boundary of A, . Then q~,, belongs 
to the Jensen boundary of A. 
Proof. Let u E C,(M,) satisfy 0 < u < 1, while u(ys) = 1, and u = 0 on 
M,\N. Let E > 0. Since the point mass at v,, is the unique Jensen measure for 
F,, with respect to A, , there exist c > 0 and f E A, such that c log 1 f 1 < u on 
N, while clog I f(yJ > 1 - E. W e may assume that f belongs to A. Define 
a function v on MA by setting v = c log+ 1 f I on N, and v = 0 off N. Then v is 
continuous, v < u, and v vanishes off a compact subset of the interior of N. 
Furthermore, v is clearly locally subharmonic. From the localization theorem, 
we conclude that v is subharmonic. 
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If 0 is any Jensen measure on MA for v,, , then JU da > j’v da > ZJ(& > 
1 - E. Since E > 0 is arbitrary, we obtain j’u da = 1, and u is supported on the 
set {U = l}. Because of the freedom of choice of II, u is the point mass at ~a . 1 
COROLLARY 7.2. Suppose F E MA does not belong to the Jensen boundary of A. 
Then for each compact neighborhood N of q~‘, there is a Jensen measure (T for v 
supported on N with no mass at v. 
Proof. From Theorem 7.1 we conclude that there is a Jensen measure 
7 # 6, supported on N. Then u = [T - T({T}) S,]/[l - ~({cp})] is a Jensen 
measure for F with the desired properties. i 
COROLLARY 7.3. Let u be a quasi-subharmonic function on an open subset U of 
MA . If q~ E U is not a Jensen boundary point for A, then 
with equality whenever u is subharmonic. 
Proof. This follows directly from Corollary 7.2 and the definition of quasi- 
subharmonicity. 1 
It is tempting to try to modify the development culminating in Theorem 7.1 in 
order to settle the problem of whether the existence of a unique representing 
measure is a local property. Any number of obstacles arise. The main problem is 
that the property of being an upper envelope of functions in Re(A) is simply 
not a local property. To see this, consider the annulus algebra R(X) on the 
annulus X = (1 < 1 z j < M}, where M > 1 is fixed. The function log / z 1 
is locally an upper envelope of functions in Re(R(X)). However, 
A([) = sup(Ref(l;): f E R(X), Ref (z) < log I x I on X} 
is strictly less than log 1 [ I for 1 < 1 5 I < M. In fact, we can calculate explicitly 
the supremum above, in terms of the Green’s function of the annulus. 
Since A is radial, it suffices to calculate A(p) for 1 < p < M. Fix such a 
value p, and let G be the Green’s function with pole at p. The harmonic measure 
for p on 8X is 
+ g ds, 
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where n is the unit exterior normal and ds is arc-length measure. The repre- 
senting measures for p form a line segment, with endpoints 
1 
_ 
27r [ 
g ds - M+) $1 
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and 
where 
and 
P(P) = K$J [- $(z)] = - $-1). 
Now A(p) is equal to the infimum of slog 1 x 1 dv, taken over all representing 
measures for p on 3X. From the explicit expressions above, we obtain 
4) = log p - M log M+), 
which is strictly less than log p. 
We mention parenthetically that one can find a similar expression for the 
extremal value of the extremal problem of maximizing Ref(x,,) over all functions 
f analytic on an annulus and dominated by a prescribed continuous function u 
on the boundary of the annulus. 
8. SUBHARMONIC FUNCTIONS WITH RESPECT TO A UNIFORM ALGEBRA 
Now we give the version of the localization theorem that is valid for upper 
semicontinuous functions. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let u be an upper semicontinuous function from MA to [- 00, 
+a). Suppose that for each q~ E MA that is not a Jensen boundary point, there 
exists a compact neighborhood N of q~ such that u-IN is subharmonic with respect o 
A, . Then u is subharmonic with respect o A. 
Proof. Let v E C,(M,) satisfy v > u. It suffices to show that 5 > u. Indeed, 
then u(v) < v”(q) < s d f v u or all Jensen measures u for v and all such ZI, and 
consequently u(p)) < s u da for all Jensen measures o for v. 
For the purpose of obtaining a contradiction, assume as in the proof of 
Theorem 6.1 that the supremum 01 of u - v” is strictly positive. Since u - d is 
upper semicontinuous, the level set E = {u - v” = a} is a compact subset of 
MA . Furthermore, E is disjoint from the Jensen boundary of A. Now we proceed 
exactly as in the proof of Theorem 6.1, except that we apply Corollary 3.4 in 
place of Lemma 3.3, to obtain a contradiction. 1 
5W35/I-6 
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The analog of Corollary 6.2 is the following, obtained by applying Theorem 6.1 
to the algebra A, . 
COROLLARY 8.2. Let E be a compact, A-convex subset of MA , and let u be an 
upper semicontinuous function from E to [- GO, + CO). Suppose that each x E E has 
a compact neighborhood N such that u INne is subharmonic on N r\ E. Then u is 
subharmonic on E. 
Let U be an open subset of M, . A function u from U to [- CO, + CO) is 
locally subharmonic if each point of U has a compact neighborhood on which u 
is subharmonic. Theorem 8.1 asserts that a locally subharmonic function on M.., 
is subharmonic. More generally, if U is A-convex, then any locally subharmonic 
function on U is subharmonic. 
The next theorem is the analog of Theorem 6.3. 
THEOREM 8.3. Let U be an open subset of MA , and let {Us} be a decreasing net 
of locally subhamonic functions on U. Then lim II, is a locally subharmonic function 
on u. 
Proof. Let v E U, and let N be a compact, A-convex neighborhood of y 
contained in U. By Corollary 8.2, each u, is subharmonic on N. By Lemma 2.2, 
u is subharmonic on N. 1 
THEOREM 8.4. Let U be an open subset of M,., , and let u be an upper semi- 
continuous function from U to [- 00, + CO). Suppose that each q~ E U such that 
u(v) > -CO has an open neighborhood on which u is subharmonic. Then u is locally 
subharmonic on U. 
Proof. By hypothesis, there is an open subset V of U such that u is locally 
subharmonic on V, while u = ---co on U\V. Define u, = max(u, -m). Since 
{u < -m} is an open set containing U\V, u, is subharmonic in a neighborhood 
of each point of U\V. Since u, is also locally subharmonic on V, it is locally 
subharmonic on U. Since u, decreases to u as m - + co, u is locally subhar- 
monic on U, by Theorem 8.3. i 
THEOREM 8.5. Let J be a compact subset of the Jensen boundary of A. Then the 
restrictions to MA\ J of the subharmonic functions on n/r, are precisely the sub- 
harmonic functions on MA\ J that are bounded above. Furthermore, any locally 
subharmonic function on MA\ J is subharmonic. 
Proof. To prove the final assertion, it suffices to observe that MA\ J is 
A-convex. For this, let E be a compact subset of MA\ J. Then any p E I? has a 
Jensen measure supported by E, and consequently I? is included in M,\ J. 
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Now let u be a subharmonic function on MA\ J that is bounded above, say 
by c. Extending II to be c on J, we obtain an upper semicontinuous function on 
M, which, by Theorem 8.1, is subharmonic. 1 
9. BREMERMANN FUNCTIONS 
We wish to describe the class of functions that appear as solutions g” to the 
A-Dirichlet problem on U, where the boundary data g is specified only on au. 
The class of functions will be defined locally. In one complex variable, they will 
correspond to the harmonic functions. In several complex variables, they will 
correspond to the plurisubharmonic functions whose complex Hessian matrices 
have determinants identically equal to zero. The functions will be called 
Bremermann functions. We will treat the lower semicontinuous version of these 
functions. 
Let U be an open subset of MA\X. A lower semicontinuous function u on U 
is a lower semicontinuous Bremermann function if for every q~ E U, there is a 
compact neighborhood N of v contained in U such that u = f on N, where 
g = u Is,., . The condition that u = i on N is equivalent to the following two 
conditions: that u IN is a log-envelope function with respect to A, , while if w is 
any continuous subharmonic function on N such that w < u on aN, then 
w < u on N. The condition u = g” on N is also equivalent to the identity 
u(p) = iff L, u da, p E N, (9.1) 
where the infimum is taken over all Jensen measures o for p with respect to A, 
that are supported on aN. Note that the hypothesis UC M,.,\X guarantees, by 
Rossi’s local maximum modulus principle, that the Shilov boundary of A, is 
included in aN, so that everyp E N has a Jensen measure supported on aN. 
The condition that u = g” on N can also be restated in terms of hulls. Let 
Y = {(q, 5): q E aN, !: E @, I 5 I < e+(~)l, (9.2) 
By Theorem 3.2, u = g” on N if and only if the (A @ P)-convex hull of Y meets 
n-l(N) in the set 
{(P, 5): P E N, 5 E @, I 1 I < e-u(p9, (9.3) 
where rr is the natural projection of M,., x @ onto MA . 
The next two results serve to generate a number of Bremermann functions. 
LEMMA 9.1. If u is a Bremermann function on U, then cu + log I g I is also 
a Bremermann function on U whenever c 2 0 and g E A is invertible. In particular, 
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log / g 1 and Re( f) are Bremermann functions on MA\X for all f E A and all 
invertible g E A. 
Proof. Let p E U, and let N be a compact neighborhood of q, NC U, for 
which (9.1) is valid. Since log j g(p)1 = slog 1 g 1 do for all Jensen measures (T for 
p, we see that (9.1) is valid, with u replaced by cu + log / g I. (At this point we 
use the fact that there exist Jensen measures for p EN supported on 8N.) This 
proves the first statement. The second statement follows from the first, once we 
write Re( f) = log / ef /. 4 
LEMMA 9.2. Let E be a compact subset of MA , and let w be a lower semi- 
continuous function from E to (- co, + 001. Then ZZ is a Bremermann function on 
MA\(X ” El. 
Proof. Let y E MA\(X v E), and let N be any compact neighborhood of 9) 
contained in MA\(X u E). Lemma 3.3 shows that if g = ZZ /a,,, , then g” = 6 
on N. 1 
Now we wish to find conditions which guarantee that a given Bremermann 
function on U is the solution to an A-Dirichlet problem with data prescribed 
on aC’. 
THEOREM 9.3. Let U be an open subset of M,\X, and let u be a log-envelope 
function on u whose restriction to U is a Bremermann function. If g = u lao- , 
then g” = u on 0’. 
Proof. Since u is assumed to be a log-envelope function, u < f on 0. We 
mustshowthatg’~uon~.Notethatg”~g=uunaU,sothatg”=uonaU. 
Consider the compact set 
Q = {(p, 5) E i7 x @: 1 5 / < e-u(p)}, 
and the uniform algebra B generated by A @ P on Q. Let n be the natural 
projection of i7 X C onto 0. 
We claim that the Shilov boundary of B is included in &(aU). Indeed, let 
v E U, and let N be a compact neighborhood of v with NC U such that u = h” 
on N, for h = u laN . Define Y = Q n rr-l(aN), so that Y is given by (9.2). 
Then Y n v’(N) is g’ iven by (9.3), and this coincides with Q n n-l(N). It 
follows that the (A @ P)-convex hull of Q n ,-l(aN) contains Q n n-l(N). 
Hence every function in A @ P assumes its maximum modulus on Q\T+(NO), 
so that Q n r-l(NO) is disjoint from the Shilov boundary of B. It follows that the 
Shilov boundary of B is included in Q n +(aU), as asserted. 
Now Q is included in the (A @ P)-convex hull of Q n r-l(aU). By Theorem 
3.2, the latter set consists of (p, l) such that p E $6 and j 5 1 < exp(-g(p)). 
Comparing this with the definition of Q, we conclude that 2 < u on UT. 1 
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THEOREM 9.4. Let U be an open subset of M,\X, and let E be a compact, 
A-convex subset of U. Let u be a locally bounded, lower semicontinuous Bremermann 
function on U. Then u = 2 on E, whereg = u jaE . 
Proof. By Theorem 6.1, u is a log-envelope function on E. Now we just 
repeat the proof of Theorem 9.4, with A replaced by A,, U replaced by E”, 
and X replaced by E\EO. 1 
A consequence of Theorem 9.4 that is not readily apparent from the definitions 
is the following. 
THEOREM 9.5. The limit of any locally bounded, increasing net of lower semi- 
continuous Bremermann functions is again a lower semicontinuous Bremermann 
function. 
Proof. Let {ua} be the increasing net on U. Let v E U, and let N be a compact, 
A-convex neighborhood of v contained in U. By Theorem 9.4, u, = gb, on N, 
where g, = u, lanr . Passing to the limit, we obtain u = g” on N, where g = 
limg, == u laN . a 
A quasi-subharmonic function can have a local strict maximum only at a 
Jensen boundary point. This follows from the defining inequality (1.1) for 
quasi-subharmonic functions, together with the fact that the Jensen boundary is 
local. For Bremermann functions, we have the following result, which will 
permit us to show that various functions are not Bremermann functions. 
LEMhlA 9.6. A lower semicontinuous Bremermann function on an open subset U 
of M,\X does not have a local strict minimum. 
Proof. Suppose u is a lower semicontinuous function on U that has a strict 
minimum at v E U. Let N be a compact, A-convex neighborhood of p contained 
in U such that u(g)) < u(p) for allp E N\(v). Then 
u(p) < inf{u(p): p E aN). 
Hence u(v) < g”(p)), where g = u laN . In view of Theorem 9.4, applied to 
E = N, we see that u is not a Bremermann function. 1 
We will show in Section 14 that 1 z1 I2 and 1 z2 I2 are Bremermann functions 
on C2, the algebra being the analytic polynomials. On the other hand, both 
I x1 I2 +- I z2 I2 and max (I z1 12, I z2 I”> have strict minima at the origin, so that 
neither of these is a Bremermann function. It follows that the Bremermann 
functions do not form a convex cone in general, nor are they closed under the 
operation of taking maxima. 
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10. A MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE FOR SUBHARMONIC FUNCTIONS 
The inequality g” < u, which comprises half of Theorem 9.3, can be regarded 
as a maximum principle. We wish to establish a more general version of the 
maximum principle valid for subharmonic functions. 
THEOREM 10.1. Let U be an open subset of MA\X. Let u be a bounded, lower 
semicontinuous function on i7 whose restriction to U is a Bremermann function. Let w 
be a locally subharmonic function on U. If the upper semicontinuous regularixation 
w*ofwsatis$esw* <uonaU,thenw <uonU. 
Proof. Toward obtaining a contradiction, assume that 
01 = ~UPD4~) - +P)l: v E u> 
is strictly positive. Since w - u is upper semicontinuous, the set 
E = &I E U: w(p) - u(p)) = a} 
is a compact nonempty subset of U. Let p E E be a Jensen boundary point for the 
algebra A, . Choose a compact, A-convex neighborhood N ofp such that N C U, 
and such that w is subharmonic on N. By Theorem 6.1, u IN is a log-envelope 
function with respect to the algebra A, . By Theorem 9.4, u = g” on N, where 
g = u larv . From Edwards’ theorem, we then obtain the expression 
u(p) = itf L, u do, p E N, 
where the infimum is taken over all Jensen measures 0 on aN for p with respect 
to A, . Hence there is a Jensen measure 7 on aN for p such that u(p) = s u dT. 
Since w(p) < s w dr, we obtain 
a = w(p) - u(p) < s [w - u] d7. (10.1) 
Since w - u < a, we obtain 01 = S( w - u) dT, and w - u = 01 almost every- 
where (d7). Hence 7 is supported on E n aN. It follows that r is a Jensen measure 
for p with respect to A, . This contradicts the choice of p as a Jensen boundary 
point for A, . 1 
Theorem 10.1 overlaps with the minimum principle obtained by Bedford and 
Taylor in [2, Theorem A]. Their minimum principle includes Theorem 10.1 in 
the case that A is an algebra of analytic functions of several complex variables, 
and the functions u and w are continuous. 
As an application of the maximum principle, we address ourselves to the 
problem of continuity of the solutions to an A-Dirichlet problem. For this, we 
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require an additional hypothesis on the subharmonic functions, which is valid 
for plurisubharmonic functions on Cm. 
We say that an open subset U of MA has property (#) if whenever u is a locally 
bounded, locally log-envelope function on U, then u* is locally subharmonic 
on U. Rougly speaking U has property (#) if the upper semicontinuous regulari- 
zation of an upper envelope of a family of subharmonic functions is again sub- 
harmonic. 
The following lemma is the abstract analog of a theorem of Walsh [22] 
concerning the continuity of the solutions to Bremermann’s generalized Dirichlet 
problem in Cm. 
LEMMA 10.2. Suppose that MA\X has property (#). Let v be a bounded, lower 
semicontinuous function on X. If d is continuous at each point of X, then d is 
continuous on MA . 
Proof. By (#), B* is locally subharmonic on MA\X. Moreover, 6* = 5 on X. 
Applying Theorem 10.1 to U = M,\X, u = 6, and w = d*, we obtain d* < 5 
on MA\X. Hence v” is continuous also on M,\X. a 
LEMMA 10.2. Let U be an open subset of M,\X that has property (#). Let u be 
a bounded, lower semicontinuous Bremermann function on U. If u extends con- 
tinuously to each point of 8 U, then u is continuous on U. 
Proof. Extend u to aU by continuity. By property (#), IL* is locally sub- 
harmonic on U, and u* = u on aU. By Theorem 10.1, u* < u on U. Hence u 
is continuous on U. B 
COROLLARY 10.3. Suppose that X coincides with the Jensen boundary of A, 
while U is a component of M,\X that has property (#). If u is a continuous function 
on X, then ii is continuous on U. 
Proof. By Lemma 9.3, ii is a Bremermann function on U. Since ii: assumes 
the boundary values u continuously on X, Lemma 10.2 applies. 1 
Along the same lines, we have the following lemma, which will be used later. 
LEMMA 10.4. Suppose that X coirzcides with the Jensen boundary of A, while 
U is a component of MA\X that has property (#). Let u be a lower semicontinuous 
function from M, to (-co, +co]. If u is (finite and) continuous on 0, then C is 
also continuous on 0. 
Proof. We can assume that u > 0. Because of property (#), u* is locally 
subharmonic on U. Define w to be C* on c, and 0 on MR\U. Then w is upper 
semicontinuous, and w is locally subharmonic on MA\X. By Theorem 8.1, 
w is subharmonic. Hence Z* is subharmonic on u. 
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Let E > 0. Since 22 < u, also 22* < u. By Lemma 2.3, there is a continuous 
subharmonic function v such that zZ* < v < u + E on 0. Since v < ii + E, we 
obtain 12* < iZ + E, this for all E > 0. Hence ii is continuous on u. a 
11. BREMERMANN'S GENERALIZED DIRICHLET PROBLEM 
Fix an open subset U of MA\X. Let g be a bounded function on a U. Consider 
the family of all continuous, locally subharmonic functions w on U that satisfy 
w* < g on aU. (Recall that w* is the upper semicontinuous regularization of w.) 
The upper envelope of this family will be referred to as the solution of Bremw- 
numn’s generalized Dirichlet problem with boundary data g on aU, and it will be 
denoted by g’. 
If g is bounded, then also g’ is bounded, and inf g < inf S, sup g’ < sup g. 
Indeed, if g > a, then the constant function a belongs to the family of which 2 
is the upper envelope, so that g’ > a. On the other hand, ifg < b, then w* < b 
on aU for all functions in the family above. By Theorem 10.1, w < b on U, and 
consequently g’ < b on U. 
Many of the formal properties of the correspondence g - g’ are the same as 
those of the correspondence g -+ g”. We will not attempt to enumerate these, 
although one of our aims is to give conditions under which g” = g’ on U. From 
Theorem 10.1, we obtain immediately the following. 
LEMMA 11.1. Let g E C,(aU). Suppose there is a continuous Bremermann 
function u on U which assumes the boundary values g continuously on au. Then 
g’ = u on U. 
In particular, if f E A is invertible, and g = log / f 1 on a U, then g’ = log 1 f 1 
on U. 
THEOREM 11.2. For any bounded function g on aU, g’ is a bounded, lower 
semicontinuous Bremermann function on U. 
Proof. We have already seen that g’ is bounded. Moreover, g’ is lower semi- 
continuous. 
Letp E U, and let N be a compact, A-convex neighborhood ofp included in 0: 
Let h = g’ laN . To prove that g’ is a Bremermann function, it suffices to show 
thath”=g’onN. 
Let w be a continuous, locally subharmonic function on U such that w* < g 
on au. By Theorem 6.1, applied to A, , we see that w is a log-envelope function 
on N, and w < h on aN. Hence w < h” on N. Taking the supremum over such 
w, we obtain g < h” on N. 
Suppose that g’ < h” somewhere on N. Then there exist f E A and c > 0 such 
that c log 1 f 1 < h on aN, while c log 1 f (q)l > g’(p) for some 4 E N. For each 
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[ E aN, there is a continuous locally subharmonic function w on U such that 
w* <g on au, while clog If(&) < w(t). Th is estimate persists in a neighbor- 
hood of 5. By covering aN by a finite number of such neighborhoods, and by 
taking the maximum of the corresponding functions w, we obtain a continuous, 
locally subhamonic function v on 7J such that v* < g on au, while c log 1 f 1 < v 
on aN. Now set u = v on U\N, while u = max(v, c log 1 f I) on N. Since u 
coincides with v in a neighborhood of aN, it is clear that u is continuous and 
locally subharmonic. Furthermore, u * <g on aU. Hence u < g’ on U. In 
particular, we obtain c log If(q)/ < g(q). This contradiction establishes the 
theorem. 1 
In this context, the abstract version of the Walsh theorem is as follows. 
LEMMA 11.3. Suppose that U has property (#) of Section 10. Let g be a 
bounded function on a U. If g’ extends to aU so as to define a continuous function 071 
8 U, then g’is continuous on U. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 10.2. l 
The theory of barriers can be adapted to give conditions under which g’ 
assumes the boundary values g on 8 U. A point 5 E 8 U is a regular boundary point 
for Bremermann’s generalized Dirichlet problem if for each function h E C,(a U), 
there exists a continuous, locally subharmonic function w on U such that . 
w* < h on au, while 
$p, W(P) = h(5). 
The property of being a regular boundary point of U depends only on the local 
configuration of U near 5. Theorem 5.1 shows that if 5 E a U is a Jensen boundary 
point for A, then 5 is a regular boundary point for U. The classical method of 
Perron serves to establish the following result, which we state without proof. 
THEOREM 11.4. Let 5 be a regular boundary point of U for Bremermann’s 
generalized Dirichlet problem. If g is any bounded, real-valued function on aU such 
that g is continuous at 5, then 
Combining Lemma 11.3 and Theorem 11.4, we obtain immediately the 
following result. 
THEOREM 11.5. Suppose that U has property (#), while each point of aU is a 
regular boundary point. If g E C,( au), then g’ is continuous on U, and g’ assumes the 
boundary values g continuously on aU. 
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If property (#) is not valid, then g’ may fail to be continuous on U. Consider, 
for example, the subset U of C2 defined by 
u = ((3 ,O): 1~1 I -=I 1) u {(O, ,572): I z2 I < 0. 
If A is the uniform closure on U of the analytic polynomials, then M, = t;i, and 
U is an open subset of MA . The two boundary circles M,\U form the Jensen 
boundary of A. Define g E C,(aU) so that g(z, , 0) = 0 while g(0, x2) = 1, 
/x1/ = Iz2/ = l.Theng’(z,,O) =g”(q,O) =O, Ix,] < l,while&O,x,) = 
g”(0, z2) = 1 for 0 < 1 z2 1 < 1. Hence g’ is discontinuous at the origin. Note also 
that g* is not subharmonic, so that property (#) fails. 
A point 5 E aU is an outer regular boundary point of U if 5 is a Jensen 
boundary point for the algebra A,. Any outer regular boundary point is a 
regular boundary point, but the converse is not necessarily true. 
THEOREM 11.6. Suppose that every point of 8 U is an outer regular boundary 
point of U. Let g be a bounded, lower semicontinuous function on aU. Then the 
solution g’ to Bremermann’s generalized Dirichlet problem coincides on U with the 
solution g” to the A-Dirichlet problem. 
Proof. The solution g” is the upper envelope of functions of form (1.2) that 
are dominated by g on au. Since g’ is the upper envelope of a larger family, 
g” < g’ on U. 
Since each point of aU is a Jensen boundary point for A0 , g” = g on au. 
By Lemma 9.2, g’ is a Bremermann function on U. 
Now suppose w is a continuous, locally subharmonic function on U such that 
w* <g on a7J. Applying Theorem 10.1 to u = g”, we obtain w < g” on U. 
Taking the supremum over such w, we obtain g’ < g”, and hence g’ = g”. i 
In the preceding paragraph, we did not have to specify the continuity of w in 
order to invoke Theorem 10.1. This leads to the following corollary to the proof. 
COROLLARY 11.7. Let U and g be as in Theorem 11.6. Then g’ = g is the 
upper envelope of the family of locally subharmonic functions w on U such that 
W* Gg0n au. 
12. SETS OF ZERO CAPACITY 
Again tix an open subset U of MA\X. For a Bore1 subset E of u, define E* 
to be the set of points in 0 that have a Jensen measure with positive mass on E. 
Evidently E* I E. If E CF, then E* CF*. If E = UTzl Ek , then E* = 
Uk -Ft. 
If E is an F,-set, then E* is also an F,-set. Indeed, suppose that (E,) is a 
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sequence of compact sets that increases to E. Let Qk be the set of points in 0 
that have Jensen measures with mass at least l/k . Then Qk is a compact subset 
of a, and E* is the increasing limit of the Qk’s. 
Now there are various possibilities for the notion of a set of zero capacity. We 
adopt one that is very close to that introduced by Bishop [4]. We say that a Bore1 
subset E of a has zero capacity relative to U if U\E* is dense in U. A Bore1 
subset of a set of zero capacity again has zero capacity. The Baire category 
theorem shows that a countable union of F,-sets of zero capacity again is an 
F,,-set of zero capacity. 
Let v be a quasi-subharmonic function on u, and suppose that v = ---co 
on the Bore1 set E. From inequality (1.1) defining quasi-subharmonicity, we 
conclude immediately that v = -co on E *. In particular, the following is true. 
LEMMA 12.1. If v is a quasi-subharmonic function on D such that v > -CO 
on a dense subset of U, then the set E = (v = --CO} has zero capacity, and 
E = E*. 
There is a converse to Lemma 12.1, asserting that any F,-set of zero capacity 
is contained in a set of the form {v = - co}, where v is subharmonic on 0. More 
generally, the following is true. 
THEOREM 12.2 Let E be an F,,-subset of a of zero capacity. If G is any G,-set 
containing E*, then there is a subharmonic function v on 0 such that 
E*C(v = -co}CG. 
Furthermore, if E* is closed, then the subharmonic function v can be chosen so as to 
be a continuous function from 0 to [-co, + a). 
Proof. Since E is an F,-set, there is a lower semicontinuous function u on a 
such that u = 0 on u\E, and -1 < u < 0 on E. For instance, express E as an 
increasing union of compact sets E, , and set u = - 1 /k on Ek\Ekel . 
Let iz be the solution to the A-Dirichlet problem with data u on 0. By 
Edwards’ theorem (Section 2), ?z = 0 off E*, so that ii = 0 on G. 
Let {Qk} be a sequence of compact sets that increases to u\G. Approximating 
ii from below, uniformly on Qk , we find a continuous subharmonic function ok 
on u such that vk < u, and vk > - 112” on Qk . The functions C:=, vk decrease, 
as N tends to co, to a subharmonic function v on 8. Evidently v > --03 on 
(J Qk = a\G, and v = -co on E. It follows that v = -cc on E*, so that the 
first statement of the theorem is established. Before proving the second state- 
ment, we record the following corollary to the part already proved. 
COROLLARY 12.3. If E is an F,,-subset of u of zero capacity, then E* is an 
F,-subset of u of zero capacity. Moreover, E* * = E*. 
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Proof. We have already observed that E* is anF,,-set. Letp E u\E*. Theorem 
12.2, applied to G = n\(p), shows that there is a subharmonic function v on U 
such that v = --co on E*, while v(p) > --GO. Hence p 6 E**, and conse- 
quently E** = E*. Since U\E** coincides with lJ\E*, it is dense in U, and E* 
has zero capacity. n 
Proof of Theorem 12.2 (concluded). Suppose now that E* is closed. Let the 
Qle’s be as before, and this time choose compact subsets F, of i7 and continuous 
subharmonic functions V~ on U by induction, so that FkO 3 F,-, , F,; 3 Q,< ,
Fk 3 (v: CiI: r+(v) > -(k - l)}, F, n E* = co, and so that vk < 0, vii < - 1 
on E*, and vlc 2 -l/2” on Fk . The choice of Fk is easy. To choose V~ , one 
observes that the function u which is - 1 on E+ and 0 on ujE* is a log-envelope 
function, because E* is closed and E* = E**. Then one chooses vl: to be a 
continuous subharmonic function that approximates ZJ from below, uniformly 
onF,. 
Set v = C ok. The construction guarantees that u Fk = u Fko is open and 
disjoint from E*, while x:,“=, vk converges uniformly on compact subsets of 
uFk> so that v is continuous and finite on U Fk . On o\F, , we have 
Cfli vj < -(K - 1). It follows that v = -co on u\U Fk , and furthermore 
that v(v) tends to - co as g, E U Fk tends to O\U Fk . a 
We pause to give two examples, in which we will use the description of sub- 
harmonic functions for certain algebras described in the next section. The first 
example serves to shed light on the terminology. 
Let A be the open unit disk in the complex plane, and let A(d) be the disk 
algebra, the uniform closure of the analytic polynomials in C(d). It will be shown 
in the next section that the functions on r3 that are subharmonic with respect to 
A(d) are precisely the usual subharmonic functions on A. The functions on d 
that are subharmonic with respect to A(d) are the upper semicontinuous 
functions on d whose restrictions to A are subharmonic. 
We claim that a Bore1 subset E of d has zero capacity relative to A, with 
respect to the disk algebra A(A), if and only if En 8A has zero length, and 
E n A has zero logarithmic capacity. 
Indeed, if F is a compact subset of A of zero logarithmic capacity, then there 
is a subharmonic function u on C such that u = -co precisely on F. Conse- 
quently F has zero mass for each Jensen measure for a point of A\F. It follows 
that any nonatomic Jensen measure for a point of A has no mass on any Bore1 
subset of A of zero capacity. Furthermore, a representing measure for a point 
of A has no mass on any subset of 3A of zero length, so that the sets described 
above are of zero capacity relative to A. 
Conversely, suppose that E is a Bore1 subset of d of zero capacity relative 
to A. Since Jensen measures on 80 are mutually absolutely continuous with 
respect to d6, E r\ 80 has zero length. If F is a compact subset of E n A, then 
by Theorem 12.2, there is a subharmonic function v on A such that 
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FC{v == -a} #A. H ence F has zero lagarithmic capacity, and so does 
End. 
The second example is related to Theorem 12.2. The example shows that E* 
need be neither compact nor a G,-set, even when E is a compact subset of U. 
Since any set of the form (w = -co}, where zi is subharmonic, is a G,-set, such 
an exam,ple also shows that there is no “smallest” set of the form (V = --co} 
that contains E. 
Let B be the open unit ball in C2, and let A(B) denote the uniform closure 
in C(B) of the analytic polynomials. In this case, the subharmonic functions on B 
with respect to A(B) turn out to be the plurisubharmonic functions on B, while 
the subharmonic functions on B with respect to A(B) turn out to be the upper 
semicontinuous functions on B that are plurisubharmonic on B. 
Let E,, be a compact perfect subset of the closed disk (1 .zi / < $} of zero 
logarithmic capacity. Let {sj} be a sequence that is dense in E,, . Choose a 
sequence of real numbers {yj) such that yj > 0, yj + 0, and [ sj I2 + rj2 < 2. 
Define a compact subset E of B by 
E = (E, x (0)) u rj ((sj , t): j t j < rj}. 
j=l 
By considering the projections of Jensen measures onto the first coordinate axis, 
one checks easily that 
E* = (Eo X (0)) U CJ {(Sj 1 t): 1 Sj I2 + 1 t I2 < l}* 
j=l 
Since {si} is not a G,-subset of E,, , E* is not a G,-set. 
It is to be hoped that sets of zero capacity form sets of removable singularities 
- for quasi-subharmonic functions. We prove two results of this type, one for 
log-envelope functions, the other for subharmonic functions. 
THEOREM 12.4. Let U be an open subset of MA . Let E be a relatively closed 
subset of U such that E* n U = E. Let u be a bounded, locally log-envelope 
function on U\E. Then u is the restriction to U\E of a bounded, locally log-envelope 
function on U. 
Proof. Adding a constant to u, we can assume that u > 0. Define a lower 
semicontinuous function v on U so that v = u on U\E, while v = 0 on E. We 
claim that v is a locally log-envelope function on U. 
By considering a compact A-convex neighborhood N of a given point of U, 
and by replacing A by A, , we can assume that U = MA . It suffices to show 
that d =: ZI. 
Note that 0 < 5 < et. Since v = 0 on E, also 6 = 0 on E. It suffices to show 
that v == B on M,\E. 
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Suppose v E M,\E. By Theorem 12.2, there is a subharmonic function w on 
MA such that w < 0, w = -cc on E, and w(g)) > --co. Furthermore, w can 
be chosen to be continuous, regarded as a function from M, to [-CO, 01. Let 
< > 0. Then z, + EW < 0 in a neighborhood of E. Hence max(w + EW, 0) is a 
locally log-envelope function on MA . By Theorem 6.1, the function is a log- 
envelope function on MA . Since it is dominated by v on MA , it is also dominated 
by fi on M, . It follows that v(p)) + l w(v) < v”(v). Letting E tend to zero, we 
obtain v(p)) < b(v). Hence v = d on U\E. i 
The analog of Theorem 12.4 for subharmonic functions fails. Indeed, consider 
the algebra A introduced after Theorem 11.5, for which M, consists of two 
analytic discs with their centers identified to a common point 0. The singleton 
(0) has zero capacity relative to MA . Define u on MA\(O) so that u = 1 on one 
punctured disk, while u = 0 on the other. Then u cannot be extended to MA so 
as to be subharmonic. (However, it does have a log-envelope extension.) 
A positive result can be obtained in the presence of property (#) of Section 10. 
THEOREM 12.5. Let U be an open subset of M,\Xsuch that U hasproperty (#), 
while every point of aU is outer regular. Let E be a relatively closed subset of U of 
zero capacity. Let u be a locally subharmonic function on U\E that is bounded above. 
Then there exists a subharmonic functian. w on U such that w = u on U\E*. 
Proof. Let {Us} be a net of functions in C,(u) that decreases to u*. Lemma 
10.4, applied to A,, shows that zi, is continuous on n. 
Let v E U\E*. Choose v subharmonic on U such that ZI < 0, and v = --oo 
on E, while V(F) > -co. By Theorem 8.4, u + EV is locally subharmonic on U. 
Since U is A-convex, u + EV is subharmonic on U. 
Let o be a Jensen measure for v, supported on a compact subset of U. Then 
(u + EV)(~) < J (u + ,a) da < J u, do. L e mg E decrease to zero, we obtain tt’ 
u(p) < Sua do. From Theorem 4.2, applied to A,, it follows that such Jensen 
measures g are weak-star dense in the set of all Jensen measures on u for y. 
Taking the infimum over such 0, we obtain u(p) < G=(p)). Hence u ,< ti, < u, 
on U\E*. 
Now the functions i& decrease on U to a function w, which is subharmonic 
on U by Lemma 2.2. Moreover, w < u on U\E, and w < u* on E. The ine- 
qualities u < ii, < u, on U\E* show in the limit that u = w on U\E*. 1 
Under appropriate conditions, sets of zero capacity also form sets of removable 
singularities for Bremermann functions. 
THEOREM 12.6. Let U be an open subset of MA\X such that each point of 
8 U is an outer regular boundary point of U. Let E be a relatively closed subset of U 
of zero capacity. Let u be a continuous function on U that is locally subharmonic on 
U. If u is a Bremermann function on U\E, then u is a Bremermann function on U. 
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Proof. Let g = u jav . By Lemma 9.2, g” is a Bremermann function on U, so 
that it suffices to show that u = g” on U. By Theorem 10.1, u < g” on U. 
Consider the function h = u lEvaLr , and the corresponding log-envelope 
function x. Since u = ii on E u au, u < k on u. On the other hand, Theorem 
10.1 shows that if w is a continuous subharmonic function such that w < u on 
E u aU, then w < u on U\E. It follows that h” < u on U\E, so that in fact 
1; = u. 
If p E U, then by Edwards’ theorem, 
where the infimum is taken over all Jensen measures for p on E u au. Similarly, 
where the infimum is taken over all Jensen measures T for p on aU. These 
expressions show that u(p) = g”(p) p roviding every Jensen measure for p has 
mass zero on E. That is, u = g” on U\E*. The lower semicontinuity of 2, and the 
estimate u < g”, then show that u = g” on U. 1 
Next we wish to improve upon the maximum principle, Theorem 10.1, by 
weakening the assumption that w * < u on the entire boundary of U. 
THEOREM 12.7. Let U be an open subset of MA\X such that each point of aU 
is an outer regular boundary point of U. Let E be a Bore1 subset of aU such that 
every Jensen measure for each point of U has xero mass on E, that is, such that 
E* C all. Let u E C,(v) be a Bremermann function on U. If w is any locally 
subharmonic function on U that is bounded above and satisfies w* < u on (aU)\E, 
then w < 21 on U. 
Proof. Replacing w by w - E, we can assume that w* < u on (BU)\E. Then 
the set Q of 5 E i3 U satisfying w*(c) > u(c) is a closed subset of au. Furthermore, 
Q* C aU, and since the points of aU are outer regular Q* = Q. 
Let q E U. By Theorem 12.2, there is a subharmonic function v on a such that 
v < 0 and v = --co on Q, while v(q) > --co. For E > 0, w + EV is locally 
subharmonic, and (w + l v)* < u on au. By Lemma 10.1, w + ev < u on 
U. Letting E decrease to zero, we obtain w(q) < u(q). a 
Theorem 12.7 remains valid if E is a Bore1 subset of aU of zero capacity, 
providing w is assumed to be continuous on U. Without the additional assump- 
tion of continuity on w, though, the theorem may fail when E is merely assumed 
to have zero capacity, as the following example shows. 
Let A be the uniform algebra on the cylinder d x [0, l] of functions that 
are analytic on each disk d x {s}, 0 < s < 1. Then MA coincides with the 
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cylinder, and a, with (U) x [0, 11. Take U = d x [0, 11, and set E = 
(80) x (0). Then E* = d x {0), so that E has zero capacity. The function w 
defined to be 0 on d x (0, l] and 1 on LI x (0) is subharmonic, and w* < 0 
on (aU)\E. However, w is not dominated by the Bremermann function 0 on U. 
By identifying (0) x [0, I] to a point, and redefining w to be ( z ( on d x (01, 
we can arrange in this example that U be a single Gleason part for A. 
13. SUBHARMONICITY WITH RESPECT TO THE ALGEBRA H(K) 
In this section, we apply the localization theorem to extend a theorem of 
Bremermann [5] concerning the approximation of plurisubharmonic functions. 
The approximation theorems are applied in turn to study the Jensen boundary 
associated with bounded domains in C=” with smooth boundaries. 
For K a compact subset of C=“, we will denote by H(K) the uniform closure in 
C(K) of the functions that are holomorphic in a neighborhood of K. We are 
particularly interested in H(K) in the case when K is an S,-subset of @“, that is, 
K is a limit of a decreasing sequences of open sets, each component of which 
is a domain of holomorphy. In this case, the maximal ideal space of H(K) 
coincides with K (cf. [18]). Furthermore, the interior K” of K is H(K)-convex. 
In fact, if E is a compact subset of K”, then d(E, aK) = d(,??, aK>, as can be seen 
by approximating K by domains of holomorphy and using the corresponding 
fact there. 
Any function of the form max(c, log ifi I,..., c, log 1 fm I), where cr ,..., c, > 0 
andf, ,...,fm are holomorphic in a neighborhood of K, is plurisubharmonic in a 
neighborhood of K. Passing to limits, we find that any function on K” that is 
subharmonic with respect to H(K) is plurisubharmonic on K”. More generally, 
the upper semicontinuous regularization of any quasi-subharmonic function 
with respect to H(K) is plurisubharmonic on K”. Our problem is to determine 
which functions on K that are plurisubharmonic on K” are subharmonic with 
respect to H(K). 
From the work of Bremermann [5], one deduces that a function that is pluri- 
subharmonic in a neighborhood of an S,-set K is subharmonic with respect to 
H(K). Bremermann’s theorem, applied to small closed balls, shows that a 
plurisubharmonic function on KO is locally subharmonic with respect to H(K). 
Combining this result with the results of Section 8, we obtain easily the following 
description of the subharmonic functions with respect to H(K). 
THEOREM 13.1. Let K be un S,-subset of C*. Then the functions on K” that are 
subharmonic with respect to H(K) are precisely the plurisubharmonic functions on 
K”. Furthermore, if every point of aK is a Jensen boundary point for H(K), then the 
subharmonic functions with respect to H(K) are precisely the upper semicontinuous 
functionsfrom K to [- co, + co) that areplurisubharmonic on K”. 
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Proof. The first statement of Theorem 13.1 follows from the preliminary 
remarks, together with the observation that every locally subharmonic function 
on K” is subharmonic there. The latter observation follows from Corollary 8.2, 
since K” is H(K)-convex. 
The second statement of the theorem follows from Theorem 8.1. 1 
Bremermann’s theorem and Theorem 8.1 combine to yield the following 
variation of Theorem 13.1. 
THEOREM 13.2. Let K be an Se-subset of C”. Let u be an upper semicontinuous 
function from K to [-co, + co) such that u is plurisubharmonic on KO. Suppose 
that u has a plurisubharmonic extension to each boundary point of K that is not a 
Jensen boundary point for H(K). Then u is subharmonic with respect o H(K). 
In the case of a smooth boundary point, the hypothesis of plurisubharmonicity 
in a neighborhood of the point can be replaced by a hypothesis of continuity near 
the point. This leads to Theorem 1.2, which we restate as Theorem 13.4. The 
idea of the proof stems from [13]. We begin with a lemma. 
LEMMA 13.3. Let K be an Se-subset of @“, and let u E C,(K) be plurisubhar- 
manic on K”. Let B be an open ball that meets K. Suppose that there is a sequence 
(wj} in Cn such that wj -+ 0, while (K n B) + wj _C K”. Then u is subharmonic on 
K n B with respect to H(K). 
Proof. The function z+(z) = u(z + wi) is continuous and plurisubharmonic 
in a neighborhood of K n B. Since K n B is an S,-set, each u, is subharmonic 
with respect to H(K n B). 
The set K n B is the joint spectrum of the coordinate functions z, ,..., x, with 
respect to the restriction algebra H(K),,n . By the functional calculus for Banach 
algebras, every function holomorphic in a neighborhood of K n B belongs to the 
uniform closure of H(K) on K n B. It follows that each u, is in fact subharmonic 
with respect to H(K). Since (uj} converges uniformly on K n B to u, also u is 
subharmonic. 1 
THEOREM 13.4. Let D be a bounded domain in @” with smooth boundary such 
that D is an S,-set. Then the continuous subharmonic functions with respect o H(D) 
are precisely the continuous functions on D that are plurisubharmonic on D. 
Proof. Suppose u E C,(D) is pl urisubharmonic on D. For each 5 E aD, there 
is an open ball centered at [ that satisfies the conditions of Lemma 13.3, By 
Lemma 13.3, u is locally subharmonic with respect to H(D). By Theorem 8.1, 
u is subharmonic with respect to H(D). # 
Now we focus our attention on domains D as in Theorem 13.4. Such domains 
are (weakly) pseudoconvex. Each strictly pseudoconvex boundary point of D is a 
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peak point for H(D). A ccording to a theorem of Rossi [18], the strictly pseudo- 
convex boundary points are dense in the Shilov boundary of H(D). 
There may be peak points for H(D) which are not strictly pseudoconvex 
boundary points. For instance, every boundary point of the domain 
(1 zr I2 + 1 z2 j4 < l> in C2 is a peak point, while the Levi form degenerates on 
the circle (1 x1 j = 1, z2 = O}. 
THEOREM 13.5. Let D be a bounded domain in en with smooth boundary, 
such that D is an S,-set. Let T be the set of points of aD which are not strictly 
pseudoconvex boundary points. If 5 E T, then every Jensen measure on D for 5 with 
respect to the algebra H(D) is supported on T. 
Proof. Let a be a Jensen measure on D for 5. Suppose that z,, E aD is a 
strictly pseudoconvex boundary point of D. By pushing out aD near x0 , we can 
find a pseudoconvex domain D’ with smooth boundary such that D’ 3 D, 
z,, E D’, and 5 E aD’. According to a theorem of Diederich and Fomaess [7], 
there is a continuous function p on B’ such that p is plurisubharmonic on D’, 
p < 0 on D’, and p = 0 on aD’. By Theorem 13.4, p is subharmonic with 
respect to H(D). The estimate 0 = p(t) < s p do then shows that u is supported 
on the set D n (p = O}. In particular, z,, does not belong to the closed support 
of (T. The same argument, applied to a plurisubharmonic defining function for D, 
shows that u has no mass on D. Hence (T is supported on T. 1 
As a corollary to Theorem 13.5, we see that whenever the set T is nonempty 
there are Jensen boundary points for H(D) that are not strictly pseudoconvex 
boundary points. This is because every point has a Jensen measure that is carried 
by the Jensen boundary (cf. [S]). 
In particular, if the Levi form degenerates at precisely one point &, of aD, then 
i$ is a Jensen boundary point. It is not known, though, whether the point <,, is 
necessarily a peak point. It is tempting to conjecture that the Jensen boundary 
points coincide with the peak points, and that these are precisely the points which 
lie on no analytic disk in D. Such a state of affairs is unlikely, though, without 
hypotheses beyond smoothness and pseudoconvexity. 
Next we ask for conditions that guarantee that a point of T be a Jensen 
boundary point. Note that if ?, E T and v is a Jensen measure for 5 with respect to 
H(D), then v is a Jensen measure for 5 with respect to the uniform closure of 
H(D) in C(T). W e can ensure that a point 5 of T is a Jensen boundary point by 
assuming, for instance, that 5 is a Jensen boundary point for the uniform closure 
of H(D) in C(T). A local condition leading to the same conclusion is given by the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 13.6. Let D and T be as in Theorem 13.5. Let h be a smooth, strictly 
plurisubharmonicfunction, defined on a closed ball B in 63, such that h is constant on 
T n B. Then every point of T n B” is a Jensen boundary point for H(D). 
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Proof. Let 5 E T n BQ. By Theorem 7.1, it suffices to show that 5 belongs 
to the Jensen boundary of the uniform closure of H(D) in C(T n B). 
Let (T be a Jensen measure on T n B for 5 with respect to the restriction 
algebra. In particular, (5 is a Jensen measure with respect to H(D). By Theorem 
13.5, (T is supported on T n B. 
Let f be any smooth real-valued function on B. Then h & tf is plurisubhar- 
manic on B providing t is sufficiently small. Hence h f tf is subharmonic with 
respect to the ball algebra H(B), and hence with respect to the restriction algebra 
of H(D) to T n B. Hence (h f tf)(LJ < J(h & tf) do. Since h is constant on 
T n B, we conclude easily that f(c) < jf do. Since f is an arbitrary smooth 
function, cr must be the point mass at 5. Hence 5 is a Jensen boundary point. a 
COROLLARY 13.7. Let D and T be as above. If 5 E T has an open neighborhood 
U in @* such that T n U lies on a totally real submanifold of U, then 5 is a Jensen 
boundary point. 
Proof. Near a totally real submanifold, the distance-squared function is 
strictly plurisubharmonic, and it vanishes precisely on the manifold. 1 
14. BREMERMANN FUNCTIONS ON DOMAINS IN C" 
Let D be a bounded open subset of Cc”. A function u from D to (-co, + co] is 
a lower semicontinuous Bremermann function on D if for each z,, E D, there is an 
open ball B containing zs such that B C D, and such that u IB is the upper 
envelope of the functions of the form c log 1 f 1, where c > 0, f is an analytic 
polynomial, and clog 1 f j < II on 8B. This occurs if and only if u is a lower 
semicontinuous Bremermann function with respect to the uniform algebra 
spanned by the analytic polynomials on some large ball containing D. These 
serve also as the Bremermann functions for any uniform algebra A containing D 
as an open subset of its maximal ideal space, such that the functions in A are 
analytic on D and give local coordinates at each point of D. 
The locally log-envelope functions on D are defined similarly as functions 
from D to (- co, + co] that are locally upper envelopes of functions of the form 
c log / f 1, where c > 0 and f is an analytic polynomial. 
The complex Hessian matrix of a smooth function u on D will be denoted by 
The following characterization of the smooth Bremermann functions is known 
(cf. Em- 
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THEOREM 14.1. A smooth function u on D is a Bremermann function if and 
only if u is plurisubharmonic and the complex Hessian matrix of u is singular at each 
point of D. 
Proof. We give a new proof, based on Rossi’s characterization of the Shilov 
boundary of a smooth pseudoconvex domain as the closure of the strictly 
pseudoconvex points of the domain. 
Let B be an open ball with closure B = N included in D. Define K to be the 
compact set appearing in (9.3). Then the piece of X lying over B is smooth, 
with defining function p(z, 5) = u(z) + log 1 5 I. One checks that the rank of 
H,(z) coincides with the rank of the complex Hessian matrix Hp(z, 0, restricted 
to the complex tangent space at (z, 5) E aK. In particular, (z, t;) is a strictly 
pseudoconvex point of aK if and only if H,(z) is positive definite. 
Now suppose that u is a smooth Bremermann function. Then the set K 
defined by (9.3) is the polynomial hull of the set Y defined by (9.2), so that the 
Shilov boundary of the algebra P(K) generated by the analytic polynomials is 
included in Y. By a theorem of Rossi [22], or by an elementary direct argument, 
no point of X lying over B can be a strictly pseudoconvex point of aK. Hence 
H,(z) is singular at each x E B. 
Conversely, suppose that u is a smooth plurisubharmonic function, and that 
H,(z) is singular at each point of B. Since u is plurisubharmonic, K is polyno- 
mially convex. Since H, is singular, no point of aK lying over B can be a strictly 
pseudoconvex point of aK. By Rossi’s theorem [20], the Shilov boundary of 
P(K) is included in the set Y defined by (9.2). It follows that K coincides with 
the polynomial hull of Y, and hence u is a Bremermann function. a 
Now we are in a position to describe a fairly wide class of Bremermann func- 
tions. These are related to the even wider class of functions introduced in [19], 
for which the maximum principle is valid. 
THEOREM 14.2. Let D be a domain in Cn, let 1 < k < n, and let F be an 
analytic map of D into a domain D’ in C k. If w is any locally bounded, locally 
log-envelope function on D’, then w 0 F is a lower semicontinuous Bremermann 
fun&m on D. 
Proof. The hypothesis on w implies that w is locally the upper envelope of 
smooth plurisubharmonic functions. In view of Theorem 9.5, it suffices to 
establish the theorem in the case that w is smooth and plurisubharmonic. In 
this case, one checks that the complex Hessian matrix of w o F is positive semi- 
definite, of rank at most k, so that the result follows from Theorem 14.1. 1 
In the case n = 1, the Bremermann functions are simply the harmonic 
functions. In case n > 1, it is now easy to write down a discontinuous Bremer- 
mann function. Define w on d so that w(z) = 0 if 0 < 1 z ) < 1, while 
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w(O) = - 1. Then w is a log-envelope function. By Theorem 14.2, the function u 
on d x d defined by ~(zr , zs) = w(.si) is a discontinuous Bremermann func- 
tion. A continuous Bremermann functon that is not smooth is given by 
w(zi , ze) = X(Re(z,)), where x is any continuous convex function that is not 
smooth. 
The generalized Dirichlet problem treated in Section 11 specializes now to the 
generalized Dirichlet problem introduced by Bremermann in [5]. Given a 
bounded real-valued function g on aD, one considers the family of plurisub- 
harmonic functions u on D that satisfy u* < g on aD. The upper envelope of 
the family is denoted by g’. Since the plurisubharmonic functions are the locally 
subharmonic functions with respect to the algebra of analytic polynomials, 
this coincides with the function g’ studied in Section 11. 
In the case at hand, one passes to the upper semicontinuous regularization 
g’* of g’, which is a plurisubharmonic function called the solution to the 
generalized Dirichlet problem. In the abstract situation, it is not known under 
what conditions g’* is subharmonic with respect to the algebra. 
Combining Theorem 11.6 with the abstract version of the Walsh theorem 
given by Theorem 11.5, we obtain the following result for the case at 
hand. 
THEOREM 14.3. Let K be an S,-subset of Cn such that the Jensen boundary of 
H(K) coincides with aK. Let u be a bounded, lower semicontinuous function on aK. 
Then 6 coincides on KQ with the solution ii to the H(K)-Dirichlet problem. If 
u E C,(ilK), then ii is continuous on K, and ii is the solution to Bremermann’s 
generalized Dirichlet problem with boundary function u on a(KO). 
Bedford and Taylor [2, Theorem C] have shown that if B is the closed unit 
ball in C”, and if the boundary function u on aB is twice continuously differen- 
tiable, then the second partial derivatives of ii exist almost everywhere on B” and 
are locally bounded. It turns out that one cannot expect to obtain more regularity 
of ii, as the following example shows. 
Define the real-analytic function u on aB by 
u(x, w) = (4zz - l)‘, (z, w) E aB. 
We claim that Ei is not twice differentiable at all points of Bo. To see this, define 
~(z, w) = max(l(4zf - l)+ 12, j(4Wa - 3)+ I”}. 
Then 9) is a plurisubharmonic function on B and q [aE = u. on the other hand 
through each point in P there is a one-dimensional analytic disk where 9) is 
constant. Therefore if # is a plurisubharmonic function on B and 4 < u on aB 
then 4 :g v on B. Consequently 6 = q, and ii is not twice differentiable. 
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15. UNIFORM APPROXIMATION OF BREMERMANN FUNCTIOKS 
If K is a compact subset of the complex plane such that every point of 8K is 
a regular point for the “outer” Dirichlet problem (stable boundary point, in the 
terminology of [16]), then any continuous real-valued function on 2K can be 
approximated there uniformly by functions harmonic in a neighborhood of K. 
The theorem extends to several variables as follows. 
THEOREM 15.1. Let K be an S,-subset of Cn such that the Jensen boundary of 
H(K) coincides with 3K. Then any function u E C,(aK) can be approximated 
uniformly on i;K by continuous Bremermann functions on a neighborhood of K. 
Proof. Let (O,,} be a sequence of open sets that decreases to K, such that 
each D,,( is an S,-set, and such that the Jensen boundary of D,,, coincides with 
aD,,, . For instance, D, may be chosen to be an open set, each component of 
which has smooth, strictly pseudoconvex boundary. 
Extend u to be continuous on D1 , and let u,& be the solution of the generalized 
Dirichlet problem with boundary data u on aD,,, . By the theorem of Walsh 
(cf. Theorem 14.3), u, is continuous on 4, . By Theorem 11.2, u, is a Bremer- 
mann function on n,, . Furthermore, u, can be expressed explicitly in the form 
u,(z) = inf 
s 
u do, 
(T mn 
where the infimum is taken over all Jensen measure (T on aD, for z with respect 
to the algebra H(Dm). 
Let p E aK, and let E > 0. Choose 7 > 0 so small that the oscillation of u 
on the ball B,, centered at p of radius 71 is less than E. Let 0 < 6 < 7. 
We claim that there exists N > 1 such that for any m > N, for any 
z E B, n 3K, and for any Jensen measure u on aD, for a, we have o(BT) 3 1 - E. 
Indeed, suppose not. Then there is a sequence of integers kj + + co, a sequence 
of points qj E B, n aK, and a sequence of Jensen measures crj for qj on aDRj such 
that aj(B,) < 1 - E. Passing to a subsequence, we can assume that qj -+ q, 
and that aj converges weak-star to a measure 0 on aK. The estimate log j f (qi)l < 
slog / f j doj leads in the limit to the estimate log 1 f (q)l < slog / f 1 do, for all 
f E H(D,) and all m. Since the aggregare of such f is dense in H(K), u is a Jensen 
measure for q with respect to H(K). Since Q is a Jensen boundary point, (T is the 
point mass at q. It follows that uj(B,,) + 1. This contradiction establishes the claim. 
Now let z E B, r\ aK. Choose a Jensen measure 7, on i?D,n for z with respect 
to H(D,), such that u,,(z) = ju dTTn . Then 
I u,(z) - 441 = 1 j b(5) - 441 d~,K’) ( 
< em osc(u, 4,) + 2[1 - ~m(&Jl II u IL . 
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Hence for m > N we obtain 
I %&) - 44I < E + 2 II U l/m 7 xEBsn aK. 
By covering aK by a finite number of such balls B, , we obtain this estimate for 
all I E aK, provided m is sufficiently large. Hence {Us} converges uniformly to u 
on aK. 1 
Note that the sequence {urn> actually converges uniformly on K to the solution 
6 = 22 to the Bremermann Dirichlet problem with boundary data u on aK. 
By the maximum principle (Theorem lO.l), u, - E < ii on K. Similarly, u - E 
is eventually majorized by U, on aK, so that ii - E < u, eventually on K. We 
have proved the following. 
COROLLARY 15.2. If K is as above, then any continuous function on K that is a 
Bremermann function on K” can be approximated uniformly on K by continuous 
Bremermann functions on a neighborhood of K. 
16. SETS OF ZERO CAPACITY WITH RESPECT TO H(D) 
The results of Sections 12 and 13 lead to the following description of the sets 
of zero capacity with respect to H(D). 
THEOREM 16.1. Let D be a domain in C” such that D is an S,-set, andsuch that 
aD coincides with the Jensen boundary of H(D). Let E be an F,-subset of D. If 
there exists a point p E D such that p $ E* (that is, such that every Jensen measure 
for p has zero mass on E), then E has zero capacity with respect o H(D), as does 
E*. Furthermore, the F,-subsets of D of zero capacity are precisely the Fb-subsets of 
D that are contained in a set of the form (v = - CO}, where v is a plurisubharmonic 
function on D that is bounded above and not identically equal to -co. 
Proof. By Theorem 12.2, there exists a function v subharmonic with respect 
to H(D) such that ZI = - 00 on E, while v(p) > - CO. Since v is plurisub- 
harmonic on D, the set {w > -cn} is a dense subset of D whose complement 
includes E*. It follows that E* has zero capacity, as does E. 
The second statement follows from Lemma 12.1 and Theorem 12.2, together 
with the description given in Theorem 13.1 of the functions on D that are sub- 
harmonic with respect to H(D). 1 
Recall [17] that a subset E of a domain in @” is a complex polar set if for each 
q E E, there exists an open ball containing q and a plurisubharmonic function 
v on B such that v is not identically - 00, while v = -cc on E n B. A key 
property enjoyed by a complex polar set E is that an analytic disk either is 
included in E or else meets E in a set of zero logarithmic capacity. One deduces 
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immediately that complex polar sets have no interior, and with slightly more 
effort one shows that complex polar sets have zero volume. Since a set of zero 
logarithmic capacity does not separate a disk, a complex polar set does not 
separate a domain in CQ. 
Any subset of a complex polar set is again a complex polar set. A finite union 
of complex polar sets is a complex polar set. Recent work of Josefson [ 151 shows 
that a countable union of complex polar sets is again a complex polar set. 
Theorem 16.1 shows that, under appropriate hypotheses on D, an PO-set of 
zero capacity is a complex polar set. Conversely, if E is a complex polar subset 
of a domain, then each point of the domain is included in an open ball B such 
that E n B is a set of zero capacity for the ball algebra H(B). Theorem 12.5 can 
be applied to the ball algebra, and E n B, to show that the complex polar sets 
form removable singularities for plurisubharmonic functions that are bounded 
above (cf. [17, p. 2791, where a sharper result is obtained). To deduce that 
complex polar sets are removable singularities, one must make use of another 
property of plurisubharmonic functions that is not available in the abstract 
situation, that plurisubharmonic functions are determined by their behavior 
on any set of full volume measure. Indeed, if v is plurisubharmonic in a neigh- 
borhood of a point p, then u(p) can be expressed as the limit as S decreases to 
zero of the average of ~1 over the ball centered at p of radius 6. Using this fact, 
let us sketch a proof of the theorem on removable singularities based on 
Theorem 12.5. 
Suppose that u is a plurisubharmonic function, bounded above, defined on an 
open subset V of the open ball B, such that E = B\V is complex polar. By 
shrinking the ball, we can assume that E is of zero capacity. Applying Theorem 
12.5 to A = H(B), X = aB, and U = B, we obtain a subharmonic function w 
on B such that w = u on B\E*. Now E* is also a complex polar set, so that E* 
has zero volume, and our earlier remarks show that w = u on the entire set V. 
Furthermore, the extension w of u to B is unique. 
From Theorem 12.6, we obtain the following extendability theorem for 
Bremermann functions. 
THEOREM 16.2. Let D be a domain en, and let E be a relatively closed subset of 
D that is a complex polar set. Let u be a continuous function on D that is a Bremer- 
mann function on D\E. Then u is a Bremermann function on D. 
Proof. We may assume that D is an open ball in C”, and that u is continuous 
on a. We may also assume that there is a plurisubharmonic function v on 
a neighborhood of D such that EC D n {v = -co}. Hence also E* C D n 
{v = -a}. Since complex polar sets form removable singularities for plurisub- 
harmonic functions that are bounded above, ?I is plurisubharmonic on D. The 
conclusion now follows from Theorem 12.6. 1 
Theorem 12.7 can also be improved upon, in the case at hand. 
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THEOREM 16.3. Let D be a domain in Cn such that D is an S,-set, while aD 
coincides with the Jensen boundary of H(D). Let E be a Bore1 subset of aD of zero 
capa&y. Let II E C,(D) be a Bremermann function on D. If w is any plurisub- 
harmonic function on D that is bounded above and satisfies w* < u on (aD)\E, then 
w <uonD. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 12.5 shows that w < u on D\E*. Let 
p E E* n D. Since E* has zero volume, w(p) is the upper limit of w(p) as q tends 
to p through D\E*. Since u is continuous, we obtain w(p) < u(p), and w < u 
onD. 1 
17. THE ALGEBRA R(K) 
Let K be a compact subset of the complex plane. We wish to discuss the 
A-Dirichlet problem for the algebra A = R(K), the uniform closure in C(K) of 
the rational functions with poles off K. For this, we will require at hand the 
uniform closure Y(K) in C,(K) of the real-valued functions that are harmonic 
in a neighborhood of K. The elementary facts concerning Z?(K) that we will 
use are found in [12]. 
The discussion in [12] shows that the Jensen boundary of R(K) coincides 
with the Choquet boundary 8, of Z(K). Indeed, for each p E K, there is a 
unique probability measure on 8, that represents p on Z’(K), the Keldysh 
measure vz, . Since vg is easily seen to be a Jensen measure forp [12, Lemma 7.31, 
the Jensen boundary of R(K) is included in 8, . On the other hand, since a 
Jensen measure for p is an Arens-Singer measure for p, and since the Arens- 
Singer measures for p are precisely the probability measure on K that represent 
p on X(K) [12, Lemma 3.11, the points of 8, all have unique Jensen measures. 
Hence the Jensen boundary includes a, . Furthermore, each p E K has a unique 
Jensen measure carried on a, , namely, the Keldysh measure v9 . 
If 3, coincides with a&Z, then it is easy to solve the R(K)-Dirichlet problem, 
for a lower semicontinuous function u from 8K to (- co, + co]. The solution is 
given by 
fi(p> = s u dv, , P E K, 
because vp is the unique Jensen measure on aK for p. In this case, vg coincides 
with the harmonic measure on 8K for p when p belongs to the interior of K. 
The function ii is the usual solution obtained by Perron’s process. 
If a, does not coincide with aK, or if the boundary function u is prescribed 
on all of K, it is difficult to give a tractable description of z?. The following 
lemma will be used. 
LEMMA 17.1. Let u be a lower semicontinuous function from a neighborhood of 
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K to (-co, + co], and let ii be the solution to the R(K)-Dirichlet problem with 
data u on K. Let {K,} be a sequence of compact sets that decreases to K, and let 
ii, be the solution of the R(K,)-Dirichlet problem with data u on K,, . Then {Cm> 
increases pointwise on K to ii. 
Proof. As m increases, & is defined as an upper envelope of a larger class of 
functions, so that Ez, increases. Furthermore, 4, < 22 on K. Fixp E K and E > 0. 
Choose c > 0 and f E R(K) such that c log / f j < u on K, while c log 1 f (p)i > 
ii(p) - E. We can assume that f is analytic in a neighborhood of K, so that 
f E R(K,) for m large. Since u is lower semicontinuous, clog 1 f 1 < u on K, 
for m large. Hence we obtain ii,(p) > c log I f(p)I, and consequently G,(p) > 
ii(p) - E, for m large. 1 
LEMMA 17.2. If u is superharmonic in a neighborhood of K, then the solution ii 
to the R(K)-Dirichlet problem with data u on K (or on aK) is given by 
ii(p) = s u dv, , p t K, (17.1) 
where vz, is the Keldysh measure on a& for p. Identity (17.1) is valid more generally 
whenever u is the pointwise limit of an increasing sequence of functions on K, each of 
which extends to be superhamonic in a neighborhood of K. 
Proof. Let {Km} be a sequence of compact sets bounded by smooth boundary 
curves, that decreases to K. Let pp (“) be the Keldysh measure (= harmonic 
measure) on aK,,, for p. Let 21, be the solution of the R(K,)-Dirichlet problem 
with data u on K, . If c > 0 and f E R(K,) satisfy c log If I < u on aK, , then 
cloglf/ <uonallofK,, since u is superharmonic. It follows that ti, is also 
the solution of the R(K,)-Dirichlet problem with boundary data u on aK,, . 
Since aK, is smooth, the Choquet boundary of A“(K,) coincides with aK, , and 
our earlier remarks show that 
Now the P$~) converge weak-star to vg (cf. [S]), and the integral depends lower 
semicontinuously on the measure. Passing to the limit, we obtain G(p) > s u dv, . 
Since vz, is a Jensen measure for p, equality actually obtains. This establishes the 
lemma, when u is superharmonic. 
Suppose next that there is an increasing sequence (urn} of functions on K 
converging pointwise to u, such that each u, extends to be superharmonic in a 
neighborhood of K. By Lemma 3.1(v), 22, increases to a. Since (17.1) is valid for 
each u, , we may pass to the limit and obtain (17.1) for u. 1 
In connection with describing the Jensen boundaries of algebras of analytic 
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functions on plane sets, we mention an open problem. The Choquet boundary 
points of Y(K) consist of those points q E 8K such that 
(17.2) 
where 
E, = 
I 
That the Jensen boundary is a local notion is reflected in the fact that the diver- 
gence of the Wiener series (17.2) depends only on the behavior of K near q. 
The open problem is to determine whether there is an analogous series, the 
divergence of which characterizes the Jensen boundary points of the algebra 
A(K) of continuous functions on K that are analytic on the interior of K. 
18. RATIONAL HULLS OF SUBSETS OF C2 
We wish to give a new proof of a theorem of Basener [l, Theorem 11, involving 
the rational hulls of certain compact subsets of C2. The sets under consideration 
were introduced by Wermer [23] and they were also studied by Debiard and 
Gaveau [6]. Wermer’s motivation for considering these sets was to provide 
examples, beyond Stolzenberg’s original example, of sets whose rational hulls 
have no analytic structure. 
Recall that the rational convex hull of a compact subset X of Cm, denoted by 
r(X), is identified with the maximal ideal space of the uniform closure in C(X) of 
the rational functions that are analytic in a neighborhood of X. It consists of all 
points q E @” with the property that any analytic polynomialfsatisfyingf(q) = 0 
must vanish at some point of X [17, pp. 69-701. 
The proof of Basener’s theorem depends on the following lemma. 
LEMMA 18.1. Let D be a bounded omain in Cc”, and let v be a continuous real- 
valued function on D that is plurisubharmonic on D. Then the rational convex hull 
of the set 
x = (z E ao: v(z) >, O} 
includes the set 
V = {z E D: v(z) > O}. 
Proof. Let q E D satisfy v(q) > 0, and let f be a polynomial such that 
f(q) = 0. We must show that f vanishes somewhere on X. 
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Let Z be the zero set off, a subvariety of @” that passes through 4. If Z does 
not meet X, then V(Z) = 0 for all z E 2 n aV. By the maximum principle for 
plurisubharmonic functions on analytic varieties, U(Z) < 0 for all z E C n V, 
contradicting v(g) > 0. 1 
Now let K be a compact subset of the closed unit disk d such that K 3 &l. 
The sets considered by Wermer and Basener are the compact subsets of @a 
of the form 
x, = (K x aA) u (aA x K). (18.1) 
The problem is to calculate Y(X,). 
Let x denote the characteristic function of A n K, and let 2 denote the 
solution to the R(K)-Dirichlet problem with data x on K. Note that x is an 
increasing limit on K of the superharmonic functions 1 - 1 z lm, as m tends to co. 
Lemma 17.2 then provides an expression for 2 in terms of the Keldysh measures 
vD on K: 
f(P) = %W n 4 p E K. (18.2) 
Basener’s theorem is the following. 
THEOREM 18.2. The rational convex hull of the set X, defined by (18.1) is 
given by 
y(XK) = {(x, w) E: K x K: g(z) + f(w) < l}. 
Proof. Consider first the case in which K is bounded by a finite number of 
simple closed disjoint Jordan curves, one of which is &l. Then 2 is simply the 
harmonic function with boundary values 0 on 34 and 1 on (aK)\Lkl. The 
function ~(a, w) = f(z) + R(W) on K x K is the sum of two R(K x K)- 
subharmonic functions. In particualr, u is R(X,)-subharmonic. Since u < 1 on 
X,, also u < 1 on r(XK), by the maximum principle for A-subharmonic 
functions. Hence r(X,) C {u < I}. We must obtain the reverse inclusion. 
Set D = K” x K”, and note that v = 1 - u is also plurisubharmonic on D 
and continuous on D. Furthermore, XK consists of precisely those z E aD such 
that v(z) > 0. By the lemma, r(XK) includes the set of z E D such that v(z) > 0, 
that is, the set of x E K” x K” such that u(z) < 1. It is easy to check that this 
latter set is dense in {u < l}. Hence Y(X,) C {u < l}, and the theorem is proved 
in the case at hand. 
For the general case, we consider a sequence (K,} of compact subsets of if, 
each bounded by a finite number of disjoint closed Jordan curves, such that 
{K,} decreases to K. Let x be the characteristic function of the open unit disk, 
as above, and let -& be the solution of the R(K,)-Dirichlet problem with data x 
on Km. By Lemma 17.1, zrn increases to 2. Furthermore, r(XK_) decreases to 
r(X,). Since Theorem 18.2 is valid for each K, , we may pass to the limit and 
obtain Theorem 18.2 for K. 1 
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In terms of expression (18.2) for 2, we obtain 
r(X,) = {(z, w) E K x K: @A) + I&q >, l}. 
Consequently r(X,) # K if and only if there exists p E K n d such that 
v,(M) >, Q. It is likely that this occurs if and only if v,(U) > 0 for some 
pGKnA. 
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